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GENERALLY:
I.B.S.A. (hereinafter IBSA) determined technical rules for sporting shooting, with a view to codify (to unite) approval of propositions of realized shooting events. IBSA Rules are not inserted into these rules and rules of sporting shooting must be read in connection with IBSA Rules for shooting. Executive body of IBSA for shooting is Chairman of IBSA Subcommittee for Shooting. He solves situations concerning to visually impaired athletes, which are not mentioned in rules. These rules are issued in english language, and this language must be used at disagreements.

Purpose of Rules:
The purpose is to standardize of organizing of shooting events in world with a view to support development of this sport.

1. BASIC RULES

1.1. Rules of I.S.S.F. (hereinafter ISSF) will be applied in all cases except these cases, which are adjusted by rules for shooting issued by International blind sport federation (IBSA) after approving by Chairman of Subcommittee for Shooting. ISSF Rules are not inserted into these rules and rules in this rulebook must be read in connection with valid ISSF Rules (last are valid from the 1st of january 2009).

1.2. These rules must be valid in all IBSA events.

1.3. IBSA recommends to apply these rules at all events of air rifle shooting, where competitive events for visually impaired athletes are listed.

1.4. These rules are determined for air rifle shooting.

1.5. These rules should be applied for men and women.

1.6. There are distinguished four categories at international level: Men and Women (junior and senior categories for both groups).
Men, Women and Juniors can compete together in one category. In one independently evaluated category must compete specified number of competitors by Organizer, it to be independent competition with finale.

In case, that there is not kept sufficient number of athletes in competitive categories, there comes to integration of these categories.

1.7. Manipulation with all guns must be safety, as it is described in ISSF Rules. Coaches and/or team leaders will be responsible for verification, that competitors registered to the shooting events are able to manipulate with rifles safely. Violation of this rule can eventuate in immediate disqualification.

1.8. An Athlete, team official, team member, or any other will be penalized according to ISSF rules when:

- Contravenes the spirit of fair-play
- Offends manifestly members of any committee, officials or referees in the course of their official duties
- Behaves himself/herself in a manner which discredits IBSA, or any other international Federation or the Organizer of competition.

Violation of ISSF and IBSA Rules, of referee instructions or of instructions of JURY members will result in:

1.8.1. The First violation: warning (yellow card)

1.8.2. The Second violation: Countdown of at least two points from reached pointed score (green card)

1.8.3. The third violation: Disqualification of competitor (red card)

(For Details see ISSF 6.10.6 PUNISHMENTS FOR VIOLATION OF RULES)

1.9. The start numbers must be assigned to specific competitors and appear on all competition lists and timetables etc. Numbers will be pictured on bag part of competitor jacket and they must be sufficient big to be easily readable from visitor places.

1.10. Competitors, shooter and assistant, must claim on location 30 minutes before beginning of competition.

Referees will give to assistant 15 minutes for setting of target lighting, then assistant will coordinate shooter’s position with regard to target. Referees will instruct for unpacking of guns and testing of quality of lighting setting by shooter in duration of 5 minutes, without projectile, with opened cartridge chamber. Referee will instruct for putting of guns and
modification of target lighting according to shooter’s instructions. 5 minutes before start of competition, referee should check preparation of particular locations and instruct for preparation with rifle, with still opened cartridge chamber. Next as per ISSF rules.

1.11. All protests, appeals inclusive regarding technical matters must be handled as per ISSF rules. The protest fee 100 USD must be paid directly to the Organizing Committee. Appeals must be given in with garantia 100 USD. If the protest is upheld The Organizers must return the protest fee. If the protest is denied, the protest fee will be retained by the IBSA. The decision of the Jury of Appeal is final.

1.12. There are no limit numbers of competitors for one discipline or country in international competitions in shooting. IBSA can permit to organizers restriction of number of competitors for discipline and country by chairman of Subcommittee for Shooting, in case of World or Continental Championships.

1.13. Competitions are divided for 4 levels with various criterions.

1.13.1 **Level 1 – regional competitions**  
- clubby or interclubby  
- developing competitions  
- experimental

1.13.2 **Level 2 – national competitions**  
- open Championships  
- national competitions with international participation  
- alternative events  
- developing competitions  
- status of qualification tournament: results will enable participation at IBSA competitions

1.13.3 **Level 3 - Minimum Qualification Standard (MQS) competitions**  
- open national or international competition of good quality, registered in IBSA calendar (see appendix - application for MQS competition)  
- status of qualification tournament: results will enable participation at World Championships or European Championships of IBSA.

1.13.4 **Level 4 – IBSA competitions**  
- World or Continental Championships  
- Competitions of the highest level with control of quality  
- Qualification  
- Anti-doping takings
1.14. Organizer must present offers for organizing of shooting competitions to the Secretariat of relevant member of IBSA for signature and taking guaranty over competition. Competitions which want to be inserted to the IBSA calendar, must have applications confirmed by Statutory body of IBSA member sent to the IBSA Secretariat. Organizer must provide evidence, that he notified National anti-doping agency about competition. Organizer will confirm in writing that shooting range and targets fulfil relevant conditions of ISSF rules for year 2009 and their next modification.

- 18 months before Start of World Championships
- 12 months before Start of Continental Championships (latest till the 1st of October)
- 9 months before Start of the other international competition, which should be in IBSA calendar

IBSA can approve also later sent applications, after verification of conditions and surrounding of competition and approval by Chairman of Subcommittee for Shooting at organizer expense.

1.15. In Jury of Appeal must be IBSA technical delegat and approve it. Names of members of Jury and Jury of Appeal must be published before Start of competition.

1.16. Composition of Jury for every competition must be following:

1.16.1 Jury for shooting competitions accordance with ISSF and IBSA rules:
   - 2 ISSF referees (Application must be supplemented by copy of ISSF licence)
   - 1 referee on location, named by IBSA (see 1.16.3)

1.16.2 Jury of Appeal:
   - 1 president (technical delegate of IBSA)
   - 1 ISSF referee
   - 1 member accredited by IBSA from suggestion of participating countries (see 1.16.3)

1.16.3 Members of Jury for shooting competitions accredited by IBSA:
   Two members from various participating countries: every country will name candidates for referee on location and to the Jury of Appeal onto „final application“. Organizing Committee will immediately present to IBSA a list of candidates. Chairman of Subcommittee for Shooting of IBSA will assign 2 members of Jury for every competitive discipline.

1.17. Before the start of the competition there must be a technical meeting with representatives of the participating countries and the Organizing Committee, supervised by the IBSA Technical Delegate.
2. RECORDS

2.1. Records will be ratified by IBSA, when competition is:

   a) approved by IBSA, fulfilled level number 4, participation at least from 4 countries.
   b) done in accordance with ISSF and IBSA Rules
   c) Paralympic games, World Championships or Continental Championships of IBSA
   d) Record breaker must subject to anti-doping testing after competition.

2.2. Furthermore, Organizing Committee must conform to the next provisions:

   a) Details concerning to the competition must be announced to The IBSA secretariat at least 18, 12 or 9 months event ago (next see 1.14).
   b) one (1) IBSA Technical Delegate or Technical Representative will be attended at competition as supervisor at Organizing Committee expense.
   c) All results and records achieved will be forwarded by via e-mail to the IBSA Secretariat and to the Chairman of IBSA Subcommittee for Shooting, for registration and maintenance of the records-book and because of the option of publication at IBSA web site, in day of evaluation of competition.
   d) „The Application for shooting-record“ must be submitted in time to the IBSA Secretariat.
   e) At the competition must be certain blood takings by anti-doping Committee of Organizer country at the Organizer expense.

3. CLASSIFICATION – PARTICIPATION IN COMPETITIVE DISCIPLINES

3.1. Classification of shooters

Shooters can participate at competitive disciplines, if they are considered for blind or visually impaired in accordance with IBSA classification.

   B1: No light reception neither in one eye as much as light reception, but inability to recognize shape of hand for whatever distance or in whatever direction.

   B2: From ability to recognize shape of hand as much as visual acuity 2/60 and/or reduction field vision for angle less than 5 degrees.

   B3: From visual acuity up to 2/60 as much as visual acuity 6/60 and/or field vision up to 5 degrees and less than 20 degrees.

   All categories are determined by better eye with better correction.

   Notice: all athletes, who are using lenses (contact or corrective) must have it by classification, regardless of they want to use it in competition or not.

3.2. All shooters must present next proofs before competition, to be able to participate:
a) Proof about fact, that they are blind or partially sighted in accordance with I.B.S.A. (B1, B2, B3) classification as part of secondary, or final application and shooter must bring these documents of special examinations (not older than 3 months). Only shooter to whom IBSA classificator recognized his/her visual status as invariable need not have these documents.

b) Proof about nationality (of the State for which they compete in a national team), Member card or confirmation of Statutory body of IBSA member.

c) Proof about other handicaps, in case that it is necessary for competition

3.3. Competitive categories

Visual categories B1, B2 and B3 are classified into one group. It is permitted to start to competitors with visual handicap from B3 (visual acuity 6/60 or field vision 20° and less) and worse at IBSA competitions.

Particular competitions are organized for men and for women. There are 4 particular competitions at IBSA events if number of athletes in every category is at least 16 and at least from 4 countries. If not, categories are integrated.

Particular categories at international competitions will be set as follows:

- women Juniors: younger than 20 years to the day of the end of competition
- women Seniors: 20 years and older to the day of beginning of competition
  (for example: European Championships from the 1st of October 2011 till the 5th of October 2011, women Juniors = born after the 5th of October 1991).
- men Juniors: younger than 20 years to the day of the end of competition
- men Seniors: 20 years and older to the day of the beginning of competition

Notice: In other competitions than World IBSA Championships or Continental IBSA Championships can be created also other age categories.

3.4. Disciplines Air rifle 10 m at IBSA competitions

3.4.1 Elementary disciplines

- **B-P60** 60 shots „prone“ position
- **B-3x40** 3x40 - 120 shots in three positions
  - 40 shots „prone“ position
  - 40 shots „kneeling“
  - 40 shots standing
- **B-S60** 60 shots standing

3.4.2 Further optional disciplines by organizer

Organizer, if the number of competitors is sufficient for particular categories of discipline, can insert into program also optional disciplines for less physical able categories:
B-P40  40 shots „prone“ position
B-3x20  3x20 - 60 shots in three positions
   20 shots „prone“ position
   20 shots „kneeling“
   20 shots standing
B-S40  40 shots standing

3.4.3 Junior Championships (men and women) can be organized in the same disciplines. These
Juniors, who were regraded to the older categories, to be able compete in senior
competitions must not participate at junior competitions.

3.4.4 World Championships and Continental Championships for Juniors and Seniors can be
organized togerher or in various time and at various places.

3.4.5 World Championships can be organized in every year, if there are reported for competition
in shooting, shooters at least from three continents and visually impaired are not in that
year in Paralympic Games program.

3.4.6 Continental Championships can be organized in years when there are not World
Championships and disciplines of visually impaired are not in Paralympic games program.

3.4.7 Medals at individual competitions:
At individual competitions of visually impaired shooters, there is for individual considered
couple at shooting location - visually impaired shooter and his/her assistant.
Appreciation is specified in regulations of International Federations (gold, silver and
bronze medal and the same in identical or smaller version for their assistants.).

4. TEAMS

4.1. There can be team competition in each discipline. If in discipline will be competitions of more
categories with unequal number of shots, then shooters of various individual categories will
not be able evaluated in team competition togerher.

4.2. Each team must consist of three (3) competitors.

4.3. In each discipline and category only one team per country can compete.

4.4. To have team-competitions in programme, at least four countries must be on the start list of
discipline and category.

4.5. All teams must be registered in writing at appropriate forms, before choosing of shooting
places by lot.
4.6. Team scores will be identical with the individual scores, i.e. no separate team matches will be shot.

4.7. Medals for teams:
Medals will be presented in team events as per regulations of International Federations (3 gold, 3 silver and 3 bronze medals and the same in identical or smaller version for their assistants, by number at least 6 teams on start list. When the number of teams on start list will be lower than six, then only winning team will be appreciated by cup and competitors of the first, the second and the third team by diploma.

5. PROCESS FOR COMPETITIONS AND COMPETITIVE RULES

5.1. Number of shots for one ISSF target for air pistol:
At IBSA competitions, from which is possible to acknowledge World or Continental record, only one shot into competitive target. There can be permitted 2 – 5 shots to the target at competitions of lower level, according to The Chief Referee’s decision and by considering of abilty of infallible evaluation

5.2. Training (non-competitive) targets:
All shooters must have 4 training targets for each competitive discipline or position.

5.3. Positions
5.3.1 Position „prone“:
Shooting location must consist of shooting table and shooting chair. Measurements of the table are: Height: 70 - 90 cm, Width : 20 - 70 cm, Length: 80 - 120 cm
Table can be equipped by basic covering. Also, shooter can use thick base for support of the elbow (see ISSF Rules).
Shooter must sit freely on chair, which has no backrest. Foots can be put on the floor. Shooter must keep Rifle in shooting position with gunpoint turned to the target. He/She must keep Rifle by both hands and shoulder, by cheek and by part of chest next to the right arm, however rifle must not be held by jacket or by other part of chest than right part. Elbows of both hands must be based on shooting table and body must be completely clearly separated from it. No other part of body or rifle must touch to the shooting table. The left-handed position is also permitted.
Before shooting, by loading a gun, or during interruption, rifle can be put on stable base, aiming to the target. Base for rifle is part of shooting table.
5.3.2 Position „in kneeling“
Shooter must sit freely on chair, which has no backrest. Feet can be put on the floor. Shooter must keep Rifle in shooting position with gunpoint turned to the target. He/She must keep Rifle by both hands and shoulder, by cheek and by part of chest next to the right arm, however rifle must not be held by jacket or by other part of chest than right part. Only one elbow must be based on shooting table and body must be completely clearly separated from it. No other part of body or rifle must touch to the shooting table. The left-handed position is also permitted.
Before shooting, by loading a gun, or during interruption, rifle can be put on stable base, aiming to the target. Base for rifle is part of shooting table.

5.3.3 Standing position.
Shooter must stand freely, both feet on floor or on base of shooting location, without whatever support. He/She must keep Rifle by both hands and shoulder, by cheek and by part of chest next to the right arm, however rifle must not be held by jacket or by other part of chest than right part. Upper part of left arm and elbow can be opposite chest or haunch. The left-handed position is also permitted.
So that, it would be possible take the position in front of target again easily, shooter in standing position can do a mark on floor. He can touch to this mark only by frontal part of feet. The marks must be removed by shooters after competition without abandonment of track.

Before shooting rifle can be put on stable base with gunpoint turned to the target.

Attention: During shooting, a rifle must be distant at least 5 cm from each part of base, holder.

5.4. Rifle disciplines:
Target: target for air pistol for 10 m (see ISSF technical rule 3.2.6)

5.4.1 Air rifle for 10 metres – elementary disciplines
Time of shooting includes training shots into electronic targets.
Time will be added for competitive pulled targets. There will added 10 seconds per one pull.
Example: competition for 60 shots in standing position, only one hit into one target.
Added time to the time for shooting is 600 seconds, it means 10 minutes. 1 hour 56 minutes + 10 minutes = 2 hours 6 minutes altogether.

B-P60 60 shots „prone“ (see rule 5.3.1)
Time of shooting including training shots: 1 hour 23 minutes
B-3x40  3x40 - 120 shots in three positions – Time 3 hours 36 minutes
   40 shots „prone“ (see rule 5.3.1) Time 1 hour 01 minute
   40 shots „kneeling“ (see rule 5.3.2) Time 1 hour 12 minutes
   40 shots standing (see rule 5.3.3) Time 1 hour 23 minutes

B-S60  60 shots in standing position (see rule 5.3.3)
   Time of shooting including training shots: 1 hour 56 minutes

5.4.2 Air rifle for 10 metres – further optional disciplines by Organizer

Organizer, if the number of competitors is sufficient for particular categories of discipline,
can insert into program also optional disciplines for less phisical able categories:

B-P40  40 shots „prone“ (see rule 5.3.1)
   Time of shooting including training shots: 1 hour 01 minute

B-3x20  3x20 - 60 shots in three positions - Time 2 hours 13 minutes
   20 shots „prone“ (see rule 5.3.1) Time 0 hour 39 minutes
   20 shots „kneeling“ (see rule 5.3.2) Time 0 hour 44 minutes
   20 shots standing (see rule 5.3.3) Time 0 hour 50 minutes

B-S40  40 shots standing
   Time of shooting including training shots: 1 hour 23 minutes

5.4.3 Positions in finals

B-P60/B-P40 „Prone“
B-S60, -S40, -3x40, -3x20 in standing position

6. ASSISTANT OF SHOOTER

6.1. Choice of assistant

At competitions, every shooter must come with his assistant at shooting location 30 minutes
before beginning. Shooter can have only one assistant in one discipline, they create
competitive couple.

6.2. Combination shooter / assistant

Shooter and assistant are creating team, it means, that each mistake which assistant will do,
will be countdown, as if though shooter himself/herself do it.

6.3. Assistant duties

Assistant´s help provided to shooter at shooting location must be limited only for necessary
extent. All what visually impaired shooter can do, he/she must do it alone.

6.3.1 Assistant duties before competition:

Assistant must place and arrange spot lighting of aiming target. Organizers help him/her by
providing of elementary equipment: connection into electrical net etc.
Beside all, assistant must check next:
- Number of targets and numeration
- Find whatever mistake in printed targets
- All technical details of shooting location, which can not be checked by visually impaired shooter

6.3.2 Assistant duties during 15 minutes period before start of competition:
- Place shooter in front of target, insomuch that he/she already will not need help to change emplacement during competition and mark him position in front of foots, by removable mark.
- Help shooter to dispose „technical tools“ (base for air rifle, chair, table) and prepare track of shot.
- After referee order, arrange lighting according to shooter instructions, return to shooter and announce to referee by lift hand that setting of lighting at this location is finished.

6.3.3 Assistant duties during competition:
Beside all, assistant must during competition:
- Indicate to shooter position and value of hit
- Provide to shooter important information about competition: passing time, number of targets etc.
- Control the observance of general competitive rules
- assistant must immediately intervene, if whatever danger creats or if there is breaking of safety regulations or to prevent fall of perfomance.

When assistant is not involved in process, he/she will withdraw from shooter at least 90 cm and he/she can sit

6.4. Communication between shooter and assistant
Shooter and assistant can whenever communicate especially by touch, to share the information. Communication by speech during competition is allowed only for exceptional information. Information about time and number of targets or about unexpected situations can be announce by voice, but only very quite. Nobody other than shooter or assistant must hear vocal information.
Main communication is executed by touched signals, which they have decided in competitive team shooter-assistant before competition.

6.4.1 Indication of reached point score
Assistant indicates to shooter score by easy hand touch, for example:
- on shooter´s hand, if score is less than 8
- on shooter´s forearm, if score is 8
• on shooter’s arm, if score is 9
• on shooter’s shoulder, if score is 10
• two times on shoulder, if middle of target is hit (hit to the middle of target)

6.4.2 Indication of reached point score by watch system:
Assistant indicates reached point score to shooter by virtual watches on his bag. For example: Assistant touches to shooter’s arm (upper part) and knocks on his bag in position 5 on watch face. It means that score is 9, right down.

6.4.3 Indication of rifle position considering to target
Assistant indicates direction where shooter should move position of rifle by knocking on arm. If assistant give both hands on both shooter’s arms, it is a signal for shooter about right position. Assistant will withdraw from shooter and shooter can shoot.

6.4.4 If shooter will acquire information about point or positional result of his/her shooting by other way than tangent information from assistant, it will be considered for violation of IBSA Rules for shooting (see point 1.8).

RULES FOR SHOOTING LOCATION AND TARGETS
7. GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR SHOOTING LOCATION

7.1. The distance of fire line of shooting location from target is according to the ISSF regulation 10m with conditions in next points

7.2. General lighting from shooting location along targets must be less than 200 lux

7.3. Lighting of target will be assured by competitor (spot, approximately 13,500 lux). He/she can choose brightness and degree of ray diversion by lamp.

7.4. Target and background must not be lighted by any other form. Inadmissible are disturbing light reflections.

7.5. At approving process of competitions of World and Continental Championships will be prefered shooting ranges equipped by electronic targets.

7.6. All parts of shooter’s equipment and body, which touch to the floor must be behind fire line.

7.7. A distance between shooting locations must be such, that shooter and assistant will have enough place, they will not disturb competitors at next shooting locations and they will not be disturbed by them. Recommended distance is from 1,40 m to 2 m.
7.8. Shooter, especially shooter who was classified on base of field vision (so-called tunel vision) should have maximum restricted sight at display of electronical targets.

7.9 Assistant´s chair

8. TARGETS
  8.1. Target for shooting is recommended by ISSF Rules for air pistol for 10 m

  8.2. Shooter will choose aiming target accordance to his performance. Opening in aiming target should be chosen in such size, that projectile will proceed into competitive target without influence of aiming target. At evaluation of competitive target with bigger opening caused by passing of projectile also through aiming target are referees always obligatory to count in lower value of such opening after projectile, in target

9. TARGET SUPPORTS FOR AIMING
  9.1. Shooter can provide target support. Nevertheless, if teamleaders will ask for them, organizers must provide supports.

  9.2. Aiming target is fixed at frontal part, above middle or next to the ISSF target. It consists from gradually tinted colour zones (from black to the white middle), it is used Swarovski system.

  9.3. Aiming target with support must be fixed such way, that its transport with target for ISSF shooting will be without problems.

  9.4. Diameter of zones and size is up to each shooter´s judgement.

  9.5. Each shooter will provide own aiming target and shooter´s assistant will assure its correct placing and fixation.

  9.6. Forasmuch as system of aiming device with approved target permits, so shooting can be executed also without aiming device.

RULES FOR EQUIPMENT AND ARMATURE.

10. General
  10.1. The equipment used must be inspected and pass through control before the start of the
competition as per ISSF Shooting rules.
A checklist will be used as a record of the checking process (appendix)

10.2. Amunition: permitted projectiles, of whatever shape, made from lead, or whatever another soft material. Diameter max. 4.5 mm (calibre .177)

10.3. Whatever type of rifle for air or CO₂ rifle, which is conventional and is as per ISSF specifications with next modifications (Rule 11).
The weight of gun with aiming device must not exceed 6 kg.

10.4. Shooting chairs

10.4.1 For definition purposes, all chairs and seats will be referred to as „shooting chairs“.

10.4.2 All shooting chairs will be checked with the shooter in the shooting position during the equipment control and will be subject to spot checks on the shooting line before, during or immediately after the competition.

10.4.3 Shooting chairs are without backrest (It will be proceed as per classification and Rules of ISCD at exception approved by orthopaedist)

• The sitting angle is unlimited
• The angle of the surface of the seat of the shooting chair is allowed up to 5 degrees from horizontal.
• The chair may be upholstered with material compressible up to a maximum of 5 cm
• The measurement will be done with shooting equipment in shooting position

10.4.4 The height of shooting chair:
From height 55 cm but at least 1/3 of shooter’s height with shoes

10.5. Shooting jacket

10.5.1 Shooters can use standard shooting jacket as per ISSF rules, if they shoot „prone“ and in „kneeling” position from high chair or at shooting in standing position. Shooter must not sit on his/her shooting jacket during competition. Jacket must not touch to the seat of chair from above, it must be buttoned at shooting „prone“ and in „kneeling“ position, only on top button and jacket must not crouch on thighs and create support for shooter.

10.5.2 Only one shooting jacket may be approved by equipment control for each shooter for all events in one competition.

10.6. Shooting trousers
10.6.1 The definition of the shooting trousers is, refer to ISSF rule number 7.47.8 (Issued 2009).

10.6.2 For shooters shooting trousers as prescribed by ISSF is allowed in case they shoot from a high stool or free standing.

10.6.3 Shooters in discipline with three positions, with next disability, shooting in two disciplines sitting on standard chair, can dress shooting trousers for shooting in standing position, but at the expense of their time. They leave shooting location after referee permission, and they will dress trousers so that they not to disturb other competitors.

10.7. Shooting table

Measurements of table are: The height: 70 - 90 cm, The width: 20 - 70 cm, The length: 80 - 120 cm

The table may be upholstered with compressible material of maximum thickness 2 cm. Other material on the table must be of uniform thickness for both elbows. It is not permitted to make a hollows in the table or in the upholstered material (see ISSF Rules). The table can have small elevated border, which prevent falling of small objects, but it can not use to provide additional stability or support to shooter.

The maximum surface for support for the elbow in „kneeling“ position is 10 cm in diameter.

Notice: Only shooters with also other handicap as visual, are checked as per ISCD Rules by equipment control.

11. OTHER TECHNICAL REGULATIONS

11.1. There is riflescope with device changing light information on sound one, assembled on rifle. Sound information are transferred into headphones or earphones of competitor. On the rifle can be placed also aiming device working principle of infra emitters with acoustic output. Aiming devices working principle of laser are prohibited at sporting shooting.

11.2. There can be used only such electronical aiming devices, which is possible to buy freely.

11.3. Except electronical aiming devices, rifle can not be provided with any auxiliary devices for aiming. (e.g. sight and backsights control, laser aiming etc.).

11.4. Competitor provides for equipment of lighting, of rifle, of aiming system, of shooting table and of shooting chair.

11.5. All equipment and armature will be checked as per ISSF, IBSA and ISCD regulations.
11.6. Transfer of sounds and quality of acoustic head/ear phones should be such, that volume is controllable, it to be possible to set up power of decibels, it not to disturb other competitors.

11.7. Rifle support and gunsling is for shooting „prone“ and in „kneeling“ position prohibited.

12. Doping control

12.1. Using substances by sportsman, which are described at IBSA „Prohibited list“ as „prohibited doping substances and methods“ is not permitted. (Article 4 at IBSA Anti-Doping Rules)

12.2. Competitors are obligatory to undergo a doping tests.

12.3. Each shooter must hand in list of used medicaments, which is confirmed by doctor, if He/She is chosen for doping control.

12.4. Punishments for positive doping control must conform to relevant articles at IBSA Anti-Doping Rules.

12.5. Doping control fees must be integrated to the start fees.

12.6. Organizing Committee of a competition will decide about number of doping tests, but minimally winner of evaluated competition and one at random chosen shooter or assistant are tested.